It's A Good Guide Without Too Many Spoilers.

Lore: Learn the story leading up to this epic struggle that can't be found anywhere else.

Interviews: Step behind the scenes with revealing interviews with the development team.

Art: Our stunning art section showcases the best artwork Dragon Age has to offer.


Guide: Includes the complete Dragon Age: Origins strategy guide.

Signed Cover: Signatures from the entire Dragon Age development team appear on the inside front and back cover to add to the custom Collectors look and feel.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
The guide starts off by explaining everything you'll be reading. For example, what such-and-such a stat means, what so-and-so skill does, etc. Then it moves on to explain how to create a character to your particular tastes. After that, it explains the NPCs you'll meet, and how to deal with them. And finally, it goes on to guide you through the game itself, with maps and points of interest, side quest details, where to get the coolest gear, etc. As an added bonus, at the end of this guide comes some really
nifty history lessons about the world inside the game, the peoples that live in it, and some cool artwork detailing them.

Bear in mind now that this is a GUIDE! It's meant to lend a helping hand when you get stuck, but it won't always give you step-by-step info. For that I would recommend posting an inquiry at the forums on Bioware's Social site.
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